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Introduction
Problem:
Disposal of outdated technology contributes to approximately 50 million tons of e-waste

annually, leading to environmental concerns. Our project aims to demonstrate a sustainable
approach to repurposing technology from the past, diverting it from landfills and back into the
consumers’ hands.

Specifically, by modernizing old devices, like updating the original iMac G3 to modern
computing standards, as well as its original peripherals, such as the mouse included with the
device, we not only extend the lifespan of these devices but also preserve their original creative
style and design intent. This initiative will align vintage technology with modern computing
needs, ultimately fostering a more eco-friendly and innovative technological landscape.

Solution:
Our project aims to replace legacy hardware within the 1998 iMac G3 by utilizing the

internal components of a newer Mac Mini computer. The new components will be mounted
inside the original iMac shell to give new life to this outdated machine. The original CRT screen
will be replaced with a newer LCD screen. The original speakers and disc drive of the iMac will
be re-utilized as well, and the ports will be upgraded to the relevant modern port types.

We also aim to update the original Apple USB mouse included with the device by using
modern optical sensors and bluetooth to replace the legacy hardware. A modern switch of
higher quality and durability will replace the original switch used for the mouse button and rather
than physical rollers interacting with a rubberized ball on the bottom of the mouse, we will use
an optical sensor to detect mouse movement. The user can customize the sensitivity of the
mouse, a feature unavailable on the original hardware. The USB connection will be replaced
with bluetooth to communicate with a computer. Due to its wireless nature, the mouse will be
battery powered. The mouse can detect when it is not being used and automatically shut off as
a battery saving measure, similar to modern bluetooth mice.



Visual Aid:

High Level Requirements:
1. The mouse must connect to modern computers using bluetooth and allow

movement of the cursor as well as clicking.
2. The iMac must connect to WiFi, have bluetooth capability, and run at least two

applications simultaneously, as well as perform actions within these applications.
3. The mouse must have a latency of no more than 20 milliseconds



Design

BLUE = DATA RED = Power

Mouse System - User Interface Subsystem:
The mouse button switch allows the user to click the mouse button. The switch must

activate every time the mouse button is pressed and release only when the button is released
(no bouncing).

The optical sensor will allow the mouse to function as a normal, modern Bluetooth
mouse. This sensor will replace the ball originally within the mouse. The sensor will control the
movement of the mouse and track it more efficiently.

Mouse System - Control Subsystem:
The microcontroller will connect to the computer using bluetooth. It will communicate to

the computer to move the cursor and click with a latency of 20ms or less. The mouse control
system will be the main hub for the functionality and is the most important part of the mouse.

Mouse System - Power Subsystem:
The battery will be connected to the BMS which will provide 3.3V(+/-.3V) DC to the

microcontroller and sensors. The battery will last for at least 2 hours of use.

Computer System - Power Subsystem:
The power system of the computer will consist of a display power supply and the Mac

mini power supply which will both be powered by a 120V AC plug.

Computer System - Control Subsystem



The control system of the computer will consist of the Mac mini motherboard which we
will place into the iMac G3. The new motherboard will allow for the upgraded features of a new
computer within the G3 outer shell and must be able to be powered by the Power subsystem, as
well as support the requirements of allowing the iMac to connect to WiFi, have bluetooth
capability, and run at least two applications simultaneously, as well as perform actions within
these applications.

Computer System - User Interface Subsystem:
The user interface system of the computer will consist of the different I/O components,

such as the computer’s ports that will allow the connection of any wired devices. The UI
subsystem also includes the display screen, and the speakers and disk drive original to the iMac
G3, that will be reutilized within our new computer system. The ports will be fully functional for
use with I/O devices. The display will be fully functional as well and will allow the user to clearly
visualize their actions with the cursor/mouse on screen. The speakers will be able to be
increased and decreased in volume, and the sound quality will be clear. The disk drive will also
be able to be utilized.

Tolerance Analysis:
An aspect of our design that poses a risk to the completion of this project is successfully

converting the standard iMac G3 mouse to a full functioning bluetooth mouse. We have outlined
the parts necessary, including the button, optical sensor, and a new battery. The construction of
the mouse will require a lot of detail due to the size and shape of the standard G3 mouse. We
will require some sort of CAD drawing to determine the sizes of the components and how to
best fit them into the proportions of the mouse. The full functionality of the mouse must be
maintained as well as the overall dimensions. This provides the best end user experience and
functionality. We will also require some power analysis of the mouse in order to incorporate the
rechargeable battery and any additional features such as auto-sleep which is common in most
bluetooth mice.

Ethics and Safety
Ethics:

The ethical issues that are relevant to our project that may arise during development of
misuse of our project relate to violations of patents. According to the ACM Code of Ethics,
section 1.5 details protection of a creator’s work and ideas. Our project is upgrading an existing
computer and mouse created by Apple, therefore we must credit the creator during our
development process.

Safety:
We do not have many safety concerns for our project. Our only concerns would come

during the lab portion when constructing our project. The disassembly and use of a battery are
the biggest areas of concern but with proper lab safety we hope to have no issues. After
assembly there would be no safety concerns for the end user.


